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What American Workers Need
"Who can deny the breakdown of the cap- - power over the productive machinery and

Italist system of production? The railroad also to prevent the workers from securing
workers' strikes, the recurring miners' strikes, control of or the overthrow of their State, the
the shutting down of the textile mills, the government.

strain of the credit system: these together with Here m have the clasg druggie outiined
the wide spread slowing up of industry and befor$ U8 The 1 wage WOrkers de-th- e

thousand and one other strikes that are pendent upon the use of the productive machin-constantl- y

occurring indicate the impossibility ery to Uye and Qn the other hand ownerSf
of the contmued functioning of the capitalist exacting from the workers a part of their pro-syste- m

in providing the masses of workers duct for the priviiege of working md earning
with the necessities of life thru their continued backed hv theira living) up own gf)vernment,
and steady employment. the police md military power.

More and more, as conditions of capitalist
Tho strule between these twotherefore,production nea. the point or collapse and con- -

continue to antagonistic elements of society must becometMtions for the working masses
grow harder, the necessitv for the workers to 0110 ownership of the industrial maehin-eontro- l

the in- - ery and the control of the State. Unless thethe means bV which they live,
'and it- - worker are to remain enslaved forever to thedustrial machinery the land, asserts

lord9 miU and md forevei'and mme rai1'self to their intelligence
of pay a tribute to-the- for the privilege ofThe outright parasitism capitalistic

of industrial means and processes maining upon the earth, they must dispossess

becomes over more vivid to the exploited in- - the PBcm capitalistic parasitic owners and

dustrial slave as the facts of huge profits arc trftnsfer that ownership to the workers,

learned while the worker, in spite of higher But immediately that attempt is made,
wages, bonuses etc., finds himself put to it however legally, then the worker learns with

harder and harder to meet the needs of his fam- - terrible emphasis the true character of the
ily with his daily wage. capitalist State, of the government of the cap-Wh- y

should the workers, the producers of italists for the capitalists. The capitalist State
all wealth, thus strive from morning till night at once stops forward to prevent, with its
and year in and year out to the end of their police and military power if necessary, any
days for the most meagre and shameful exist- - encroachments of the workers upon the "sacred
enco, while the parasitic profiteer rolls in lux- - rights of private property". In other words,

ury from the proceeds of unearned labor, tho capitalist government comes to tho rescue
himself producing nothing, or if it happens of the propertied class whose instrument it is.

that he perform some labor of management, At once then must be seen the necessity for
receives not only the wages of a manager, but tho erection of a workers' State more powerful
also a heavy toll from each worker's labor? than that of the enemy and one which will,

It is only lwcnuse of the recognition by the in tho hour of the breakdown of the capitalist
capitalist State of the right of a cunning few system, such as we seem even now to be enter-t- o

own the means by which nil men must live ing, be able to supersede it in the management
and to exact from the masses a major portion of industry and tho workers' affairs,
of their product for the privilege of working The A. F. of L. has no conception of this
with these monns of production that such a revolutionary necessity. The A. F. of L. is not
rabber system continues. Thus we see that be- - a revolutionary organization. It is bound up
hind the ownership of industry by a parasitic body, boots and breeches in the continuance
few, there stands the State, composed of the of the capitalist system of production and the
owners of these monns of life, organized into continued exploitation of the workors. It has
one compact and class-conscio- body for the oven become a bulwark of capitalism in keop-purpos- o

of retaining their ownership and ing the American workers in subjection to their


